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ABSTRACT
INVERSE APPROACHES FOR RECOVERY OF DISTRIBUTED LOADS
by
Aleysha Kobiske
The University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, 2015
Under the Supervision of Professor Anoop Dhingra

Inverse load recovery is a well-researched topic which involves
determining an unknown force acting on a structure from the induced strain. The
methodology used to determine an unknown loading imposed on a structure
begins with a finite element model of the structure. Unit loads are applied at each
known load location and the strain data is collected from the model. The strain
data collected from the structure during operation or from simulation is compared
to the strain produced from the unit loads. The result is an estimate of the
imposed load.
In order to obtain the best results possible for the load estimates, the
placement of strain gauges are optimized. This research expands on the load
recovery topic by exploring the recovery of distributed loads acting on a structure
using optimal gauge placement. The objective is to recover an unknown
distributed load by utilizing unit basis loading functions comprised of the following
distributed load profiles: uniform, ramp up, ramp down, half sine, and exponential
functions. Through D-optimal design, the most sensitive locations and
orientations for strain gauges for each basis function are found and stored into a
ii

correlation matrix. Using the left pseudo inverse of this matrix and multiplying by
the strains from an unknown distributed load, a vector representing the relative
weight of each basis function required to create the unknown load is obtained. It
was found that a distributed load can be accurately recovered using basis
functions when the imposed load is a linear combination of the basis functions. If
the imposed load does not meet this condition then the load estimation will not be
accurate, even though the strains estimated accurately match the strains
induced.
As an alternate approach to estimate an imposed load, a full-field analysis
method is implemented. This method discretizes a distributed load into point
loads which each can then be successfully recovered. This approach is not
constrained to any distributed profiles but demands a higher number of gauges to
be used.
In both methods (basis functions and full-field) it is seen that the accuracy
of estimated loads is directly correlated to the number of gauges used.
Increasing the number of gauges will yield a more accurate result. When a 5%
signal error is introduced into the problem, both methods struggle to recover the
imposed load but are able to recover the strains within 5% of their imposed
strains. The error seen in the load recovery is due to the unstable nature of the
inverse problem. To counter the instability Tikhonov regularization is utilized.
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Chapter 1 – Introduction
The design of a structure is dependent upon the loading it will be subjected
to. Currently there are two methods used in industry besides load recovery for
design of structures subjected to unknown loading. One is to use design
allowances to drive the overall design of a structure. These allowances are
numbers that have been determined through testing and calculations, such that
when the structure is designed to meet them, it will not fail. For industries that do
not use design allowances or load recovery, the alternative design procedure for
a structure with an unknown load is time consuming and expensive. In this
situation an educated guess on what the load is must be made in order to
produce a design. This design is then tested and if it fails, the loading used to
drive the design must be re-adjusted, the structure is then re-designed, and retested. Load recovery takes away the guess work and only requires one test on
the structure to gather structural response data such as: strains, accelerations,
bending moments, etc. This one test will result in the actual loads that caused the
strain patterns in the structure, which is an advantage over both alternative
methods mentioned above. A recovery of load estimates from measured system
response is the central idea behind using inverse methods for load estimation.
1.1 Scope of Thesis
This research builds upon recovery of point loads utilizing optimum sensor
locations, to examine the feasibility of recovery of distributed loading. By turning
a structure into a load transducer through finite element analysis, the loading
which the structure is subjected to is estimated. The structure’s response
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changes depending on the imposed load, creating a linear relationship between
the response and the load. Finite element analysis allows for the structure’s
response to be monitored based on the load. The structural response used
throughout this research is the strain response. Since the strain response will be
measured using strain gauges mounted on the surface, a finite element model of
a structure must be constructed such that surface strain information is available.
This can be done using shell elements to model the structure. For 3-dimensional
modeling, solid elements can be used for modeling and coated with shell
elements to allow for the surface strain readings to be collected.
To gather the response based on a known load, unit loads are applied to the
finite element model at the location(s) of the unknown load(s). Solving the model,
strains are collected and a D-optimal design process is used to determine the
ideal location(s) and angle(s) at which to place strain gauges. The number of
strain gauges is an input but needs to be greater than or equal to the number of
load cases to avoid an under determined system. The more gauges used, the
higher the accuracy in the load recovered, but it is at the expense of additional
time and money. The unknown loads are next applied to the finite element model
and strain values are collected from optimum locations. Comparing the strain
from the unknown load(s) to the strain from the unit load(s) and the left pseudo
inverse of the correlation matrix, the unknown load is estimated. This process is
identical to that of recovery of point loads; the difference is in the loading profile
of the distributed load. In order to accurately recover a distributed load, the unit
loads must be set up appropriately to model the profile of the unknown load.
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1.2 Overview of the Thesis
This thesis is organized as follows. This chapter, Chapter 1, discusses the
problem this research seeks to solve. It provides a background on relevant
information pertaining to load recovery. The advantages and need for load
recovery are explained, which demonstrates the importance of the topic. In
addition, a brief description of the steps taken to solve the problem is outlined as
well as complications that can arise.
Chapter 2 is a literature review of other research which has been done on
this topic. Different approaches to load recovery, including alternative methods
used, are summarized. A brief analysis is presented on other research in load
recovery as well as comparison to our research. This chapter presents a snap
shot of all other approaches and ideas used in determining unknown loading
functions. Each approach has its own advantages and disadvantages to figuring
out what forces are exerted on a structure. As previously mentioned, the topic of
load recovery has been well researched. However, recovery of distributed loads
has received very limited attention. Understanding alternate methods and how
they compare to the approach presented in this thesis help to illustrate the pros
and cons of the method presented in this thesis.
In Chapter 3, the D-optimization method that leads to optimum placement
of gauges is discussed. In addition, the governing equations and theory are
explained in detail. Following this, the preliminary work done for this research is
presented. An example is presented where a constant distributed load on the
edges of a plate is recovered. The algorithm then develops to utilize five unit
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basis functions that resemble common distributed load profiles. These basis
functions are used as the unit load cases on a structure in order to estimate the
relative weights of basis functions such that their linear combination represents
the unknown distributed load. Several numerical examples are carried out on a
cantilever beam where attempts to recover an unknown distributed load led to
the discovery of limitations of using five basis functions.
Chapter 4 then builds on chapter 3 to address the limitation of using five
basis functions by using an expanded set of ten basis functions. The same five
shapes are used but only on one half of the beam at the time. This was done
because the footprint of the basis functions could not be scaled along the length
of the beam. Tikhonov regularization is also utilized in this chapter as a means of
addressing the unstable nature of the inverse problem.
Chapter 5 presents full field analysis as a method to recover the imposed
distributed load acting on each element. The distributed load is recovered by
recovering the individual point loads. An example of how the full field method
compares to the basis function approach is shown and discussed.
In closing, chapter 6 presents conclusions on the research done. A brief
summary highlighting key points is presented. The requirements to have a
successful load recovery utilizing this method are mentioned. Areas of future
work are also discussed in order to inspire the continuation of this research.
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Chapter 2 – Literature Review
The topic of determining an unknown load through the response of
underlying structure has been researched and approached in numerous ways.
Several techniques have been developed utilizing structural response to
efficiently back calculate their causation. Presented in this chapter is an overview
of common techniques specific to recovering distributed loads imposed on a
structure and their approach to the numerical stability issues that arise.
2.1 Theoretical Background
A distributed load is one of which is comprised of several point loads
acting simultaneously on a line, area, or volume. Naturally, distributed load
recovery begins with the understanding of point load recovery. A static point load
can be recovered from its resulting strain data. The accuracy to which the load is
recovered is directly influenced by the number and location of strain gauges.
Gathering data at every point on a structure is impractical and therefore suitable
number of gauges must be determined as well as their location and orientation.
Each gauge should be placed in a region it has high sensitivity to imposed loads
and away from boundary conditions. This ensures that the strain produced from
one load is easily distinguishable from other load cases.
2.2 Influence Coefficient Method
The influence coefficient method allows for a direct comparison to be
made between the unknown and known quantities through the influence
coefficients. In the case of load recovery, an influence coefficient matrix of size
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nxm is created where n represents the amount of strain data and m represents
the number of loads. Equation 2.1 below shows the relationship of force, (f), to
strain, (ԑ), through this matrix, [C].
{𝑓 } = [𝐶 ]{𝜀}

(2.1)

This equation tells how much the force at one point influences the strain field. In
order to successfully utilize the influence coefficient method, the influence
coefficient matrix must be determined as accurately as possible. There are
several approaches for determining the influence coefficient matrix which all have
different effects on the result.
Masroor and Zachary (1991) developed a static load recovery technique
utilizing the influence coefficient method. In their study, they determined that the
variation in the recovered force is proportional to a sensitivity of their correlation
matrix. They concluded that the accuracy of the load recovery method was
dependent upon several factors: number of gauges, location of gauges, type of
structure, loading it is subjected to, and analysis done. The method developed by
Masroor and Zachary considered all possible locations on the structure to be
candidate gauge locations. A subset of the candidate locations, determined at the
discretion of the user, are then used to place the gauges. These locations are not
optimized to ensure the best sensitivity to the loading applied. Also different
orientations are not considered for the gauges. Masroor and Zachary developed
their technique to recover point loads, which also has the potential to recover
distributed loads by recovering a point load at each point, given financial and
computational constraints are not exceeded.
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Romppanen (2008) studied the determination of distributed line loads on
rotating cylinders in the field of paper manufacturing. A method was developed,
referred to as the inverse sensing method, utilizing both finite element method
and influence coefficient method on beam-like structures for both static and
dynamic applications. In order to recover the load, Romppanen uses two different
methods for setting up the unit loads. The first of which is a series of point loads
representing the distributed load. The second method utilizes Eigenmode
functions for continuous unit loading functions (Romppanen 2008). Due to the
instability of the inverse problem, two different methods of regularization were
also compared. It was determined that the best regularization technique is
dependent on the application and should be chosen by the user. The point load
approach was proven to be more experimentally practical, since the loading
functions could not easily be reproduced experimentally. The benefit to using the
loading functions was that they were continuous, like the distributed load acting
on the structure. Romppanen (2008) found that using unit point loads yielded
better results than the loading functions and they proved to be more stable. The
inverse load sensing method was verified for both static and dynamic
applications.
Romppanen et al. (2012) studied the feasibility of the influence coefficient
method to reconstruct a linear combination of point loads acting along two
different structures: a prismatic beam and a thin-walled roll tube. They
experimentally found all of their influence coefficients and successfully recovered
the loads applied utilizing the influence coefficient method. They found that the
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angular positions of the strain gauges on the thin-walled roll tube did not have
any effect of the load recovery but the number of gauges made a significant
impact. They concluded that deformations on the roll-like structure are in multiple
directions which inhibit the use for uni-axial strain gauges when not positioned
correctly. There was no method to determine the best angle to place the gauges
to capture all the deformation, instead three different angular positions were
experimented with. This led to no conclusions on how the angular position effect
the recovery process. When Romppanen et al. (2012) compared their
experimental results to a finite element method, they found several discrepancies
due to inaccurate modeling. They concluded that the influence coefficient method
was promising but when using finite element analysis, the model had to be
carefully assembled due to the sensitivity of the influence coefficient matrix.
Using a finite element method approach to recover a distributed load was
done by Nakamura et al. (2011). Finite element method allows for a structure to
be divided into many similar elements which can be analyzed to determine the
response of the structure. In this study, the continuously distributed load of an
aerodynamic system was recovered through a finite element method coupled
with the Moore-Penrose pseudo inverse matrix and aerodynamics. It is specified
by Nakamura et al. (2011) that triangular elements proved beneficial for the mesh
of their structure because of the independence it allowed from the degree of
freedoms of the inverse problem. The common issue of instability with inverse
problems was countered through rank reduction techniques. Aerodynamic
restrictions had to be made in order to reduce the measurement error in the
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model. Since the loads are continuously distributed, interpolation was utilized
between a determined set of nodes to obtain the recovered force. It was found by
Nakamura et al. that without the rank reduction, the recovery of the load was
unattainable. The location of where strain values were being read from the finite
element model was not optimized. Strains were read from uniformly distributed
nodes on the model where the number of gauges placed at the boundary was
equivalent to the number of gauges at the stress concentrations of the structure.
2.3 Modal Approach
For dynamic loads, a modal approach is commonly used to solve equation
2.2
̈ + [𝐶̃ ]{𝑞̇ } + [𝐾
̃ ][{𝑞}
̃ ]{𝑞} = [∅]𝑇 {𝑓(𝑡)}
[𝑀

(2.2)

̃ ], [𝐶̃ ], and [𝐾
̃ ] are the modal mass, modal dampening, and modal
where[𝑀
stiffness matrices respectively. [Ø] is the modal matrix and q is the vector of
modal coordinates. Equation 2.2 can be solved for the force {f(t)} either in the
time or frequency domain. Liu and Shepard (2005) utilized a modal approach to
recover a distributed force which was acting on a vibrating structure. Liu and
Shepard modelled a structured with a distributed force, f(x,t), applied to the
structure causing excitation. Traditionally the response of the excited structure is
a linear combination of modal shape functions. For the problem, this would
require determining the contribution each mode holds in the response for every
time step at all positions. Liu and Shepard recognized this as inefficient and
modified the modal approach by decomposing the spatial forcing function over
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only the region to which it is applied.
They utilized sets of basis functions to represent the force and response,
where the weight coefficient of each response corresponded to the weight
coefficient of its respective basis function required to recover the load. A curvefitting method is utilized to determine what the weighting coefficient are. The load
is then recovered as a linear combination of the basis functions, each multiplied
by their respective weighted coefficient. It was found that this method worked
only if each response caused from their respective basis function was
independent of all the other responses. Also, this method worked whether the
responses used were modal responses or structural responses. It was found that
the results from the Liu’s and Shepard’s method proved to be more efficient than
the traditional modal method, yet no investigation was done on sensor location.
Rather data was collected from all points. There was no mention of how the basis
functions were determined.
2.4 Other Approaches
Xu et al. (2009) developed a load recovery process for a pressure load
utilizing digital image correlation. Digital image correlation is a method that can
allow for strain and displacement data of a structure to be collected without
mounting strain gauges. Instead, a specialized camera is used that can measure
the change in discrete points on the structure. This change is then put into an
algorithm that computes the structures response. Xu et al. (2009) used digital
image correlation along with the inverse method to develop a way of identifying
the “pressure which results from blast or impact by blast carriers in explosive
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events.” They successfully were able to identify quasi-static and dynamic impulse
pressure loads utilizing their method.
2.5 Conclusions
Inverse load recovery is a problem that can be solved in multiple ways.
Table 2.1 below shows a summary of all the research previously discussed.
Table 2.1: Previous Studies

Study
Masroor and Zachary
(1991)

Description / Findings
Developed a method of
recovering point loads.
Determined the variance
of the recovered force
was proportional to the
sensitivity of [C]
Romppanen et al. (2012) Studied the feasibility of
ICM on structures such
as prismatic beams and
thin-walled roll tubes
Nakamura et al. (2011)
Liu and Shepard (2005)

Xu et al. (2009)

Used FEM on
continuously distributed
loading
Used a modified modal
approach to determine
the force on a vibration
structure
Used DIC to determine
quasi-static and dynamic
impulse pressure loads
from a blast of impact

Limitations
Considered all points on
the structure

Gauges were not
optimally placed and uniaxial strain gauges are
used all in one direction
for a multi-directional
load
Gauges were placed
uniformly across model
in one direction
No optimum sensor
placement
Not suitable for all
applications. Expensive

The implications of the topic are just as wide spread, from pressure identification
caused from explosions studied by Xu et al. to line load identification of press
rolls studied by Romppanen et al.. Each study involved using the inverse
method, which brought upon numerical instability issues addressed either
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through regularization or via rank reduction methods. None of the studies
developed a method for optimally placing sensors, instead most studies used as
many sensors as possible. By decreasing the number of sensors used and
ensuring they are optimally placed, time and money are saved and accuracy is
increased.
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Chapter 3 - Distributed Load Recovery using Basis Functions
This research examines the strain resulting from a distributed load on a
component and aims to estimate that load with a correlation matrix of strain
values at optimum locations from unit load cases. Knowledge of the load profile
and location of the load allows for appropriate unit load cases to be set up within
the FE model. When the load profile of the unit load resembles that of the
unknown load, the recovery process is most accurate. In this case, the measured
response of the unknown load will be a scalar multiple of the unit load. The
difficulty in the problem arises when the load profile to be recovered is a
distributed load.
Distributed loads are composed of numerous point loads which can vary at
every point. Capturing the flexibility in magnitude between each point requires
looking at the strain response of each point in both the unit load cases and the
unknown load cases; increasing the complexity and calculation time significantly.
The research done to solve this problem was to define five different profiles
commonly used for distributed loading. Utilizing these profiles, five unit load
cases, one for each profile, are applied to the structure one at a time in order to
collect the strain response for each case. The load recovery process then returns
the imposed load as a linear combination of the five load profiles.
In section 3.1 the D-optimal design process is described in order to determine
optimal gauge placement. Section 3.2 discusses an example where the load
profile is known to be a constant pressure and is recovered accurately. Section
3.3 begins to discuss the investigation done into recovering the load profile
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distributed loads.
3.1 Optimal placement of gauges
As mentioned before, there is a linear relationship between the imposed
force and strain response of a structure. By applying unit load cases and
collecting the strain response, any similar load case can be determined when its
strain response is known. To analytically determine this load case, a correlation
matrix of strains from the unit loads is set-up and compared to the strain
response from an unknown loading through the left pseudo inverse method. The
governing static load recovery equation that describes the previously mentioned
relationship between force and strain response is explained by Gupta (2013) and
shown in equation 3.1 below:
{𝜀} = [𝐶 ]{𝑓}

(3.1)

Here {Ɛ} is a vector whose length is equivalent to the number of strain gauges
used. The values Ɛi represent the strain value from each gauge i during
operation. It is equivalent to the correlation matrix, [C], multiplied by the force
vector {f}. Each entry in the correlation matrix, ci,j contains the strain at gauge i
due to unit load case j. The force vector is the unknown variable that is desired. It
has a length equivalent to the number of unit load cases and contains the
magnitude of each load case. To solve for the force vector, the strain vector is
measured during experimentation or simulation and multiplied by the pseudo
inverse of the correlation matrix, [C]:
{𝑓 } = ([𝐶 ]𝑇 [𝐶 ])−1 [𝐶 ]𝑇 {𝜀}
The number of strain gauges, g, used must be greater than or equal to the

(3.2)
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number of load cases in order to avoid having an undetermined system. A Doptimal design algorithm recently implemented by Gupta (2013) is utilized to
determine where to place the gauges on the structure and at what angles to
orient them such that they are most sensitive to the imposed loading. The strain
data collected from the unit loads simulated on a structure is read into the
program. The candidate elements to place gauges are determined as those who
provide the least amount of variance in the load estimate from this data. The
locations and angles chosen as optimal are determined by minimizing the
sensitivity of [C]. The most prominent criterion for minimizing the sensitivity of [C]
is the maximization of the determinant of [𝐶]𝑇 [𝐶] (Gupta 2013). Gupta uses kexchange and sequential exchange algorithms to construct “a g-point D-optimal
design” resulting in optimally placed strain gauges.
3.2 Preliminary work – Plate with Hole Example
Distributed load recovery, where the profile is known, has an identical
process to recovery of a point load. An example of this is illustrated using a plate
with a hole with constant pressure loading along the outer edges. This plate was
constructed in ANSYS APDL using element type: shell 41. The shell elements
were given a thickness of 0.1 inches. Due to the problem’s symmetry, only the
top right quadrant of the plate was modelled leaving the left and bottom edges
because of symmetry constraints. The quarter plate had a width of 100 inches
and a height of 50 inches. The hole had a radius of 15 inches. The material used
had a modulus of elasticity of 2.1e4 psi with a Poisson’s ration of 0.3. An element
size of 2in2 was used for meshing. Due to the geometry and stress concentration
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in the area around the hole, the mesh size was refined near the hole. The
quarter-plate model and mesh are given below in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Quarter Plate with Hole

The objective is to recover a constant pressure loading along the outside
edges of the plate. Unit load cases were set up by applying a constant pressure
load of 1 psi acting on the top edge of the plate at the first load case; and
applying a constant pressure load of 1 psi acting on the right edge of the plate a
the second load case. Both load cases were set up in ANSYS and all element
strains were extracted independent of the other load case. The strains were read
into MATLAB program utilizing D-optimal design algorithm is used to find
optimum gauge locations and orientations. A total of 4 gauges (any number > 2
will suffice) were used. The two load cases described above led to the placement
of 4 gauges shown in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Plate with Hole Optimum Locations

The gauges are located where the stress concentration is high; therefore
the strain readings are more sensitive to changes in loadings. Table 3.1 lists the
gauge locations and optimum angles.
Table 3.1: Plate with Hole Optimum Locations

Gauge Number

Gauge Location
(Element Number)

Angle

1

1026

0º

2

1461

90º

3

1041

0º

4

1446

90º

A simulated pressure load of 50 psi along the top edge and 30 psi on the right
edge of the plate were applied simultaneously to the structure in ANSYS. The
strains at the virtual gauges were read into MATLAB and the imposed loading
was determined using equation 3.2. The result was a vector of [50.00, 30.00].
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The entries in the vector represent the pressure loading recovered on the top
edge and right edge respectively, demonstrating that a load of 50psi along the
top and 30psi along the right edges were successfully recovered with only
minimum residual error. The induced strain due to applied load and estimated
load was also successfully recovered, using equation 3.1, as seen below in
Figure 3.3. A residual error of 6.75e-14% was found between the recovered and
actual strain values using equation 3.3 below.
|𝜀𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 − 𝜀𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑 |
%𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 = 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 (
)
𝜀𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑

(3.3)

The condition number of the correlation matrix was 4.32 which indicates that the
matrix was reasonably stable.

Figure 3.3: Quarter Plate with Hole Strain Recovery
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To test the robustness of the estimated loads for this problem, a 5%
random error was introduced into the strain readings for the problem. The same
procedure was followed and a vector of [50.43, 30.20] was returned for pressure
values. This produced an error of 0.95% between the simulated force and the
recovered force. Figure 3.4 below illustrates how the actual strains were also
successfully recovered with an error of 3.2%.

Figure 3.4: Plate with Hole Strain Recovery with 5% Noise in Strain Value

These results demonstrate that recovery of a constant distributed load was
possible using the algorithm developed for static point loads.
In order to recover varying distributed loads, the unit load cases must
resemble the actual load profile. If the profile of the unknown distributed load is
known a priori, then recovering it is straight-forward as illustrated with the
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constant distributed load. For an unknown load profile, it was decided to define
five unit basis functions whose profiles are common among distributed loading.
The force vector from equation 3.2 would be a relative weight used to scale each
of the five profiles to reconstruct the distributed loading. These basis functions
consist of: a constant, a ramp up, a ramp down, a half sine, and an exponential
distributed function acting over the entire length of the beam. These 5 basis
functions are shown below in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Five Basis Function Profiles

Using the 5 basis functions as unit load cases on a cantilever beam, a varying
distributed load was recovered by means of a process similar to one used for the
quarter plate.
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3.3 Implementing Basis Functions to Recover Force
A steel cantilever beam was modeled in ANSYS APDL with a total of 504
elements as shown below in Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6: Cantilever Beam Model

The beam had a length of fifteen meters, a width of one meter, and a thickness of
0.1 meter. The structure was modelled using Shell63 elements. These elements
are an elastic shell type with 6 degrees of freedom as well as bending and
membrane abilities. The strains from each of the 5 unit load cases were read into
MATLAB to find optimum gauge locations and angles. Figures 3.6, 3.7, and 3.8
below show the optimum gauge locations found for 5, 10, and 20 gauges
respectively. Table 3.2 lists the optimum locations and orientations for each
gauge.
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Figure 3.7: Optimum Gauges Locations – 5 Gauges Placed

Figure 3.8: Optimum Gauge Locations –10 Gauges Placed
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Figure 3.9: Optimum Locations – 20 Gauges Placed

Table 3.2: Optimum Gauge Locations for 5 Basis Functions

Gauge Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Gauge Locations
(Element Number)
411
457
65
461
319
50
141
276
483
487
80
490
245
404
72
213
462
400
484
331

Angle
110º
90º
0º
60º
120º
20º
60º
110º
100º
50º
70º
30º
110º
60º
90º
100º
90º
40º
100º
80º
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5 gauges is the minimum number needed in order to avoid having an
undetermined system. More gauges, theoretically, lend to more accurate results,
therefore the number of gauges was varied to see their effect on quality of
estimated loads. A simulated load comprised of the linear combination of: 20 *
constant basis, 45 * ramp up basis, -35 * ramp down basis, 30 * half sine basis,
and 80 * exponential basis, was applied to the beam. The strain file was loaded
into MATLAB where equation 3.2 was used. In the first trial with 5 gauges, the
recovered force vector resulted in an error of 270%. As shown in Figure 3.10 the
distributed profile of recover load resembled that of the applied load, however the
weights were not recovered accurately.

Figure 3.10: Force Recovery – 5 Gauges
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The force recovery was unacceptable but the strain recovered with minimal
round off errors calculated to be 2.15e-7% shown in Figure 3.11.

Figure 3.11: Strain Recovery Using 5 Gauges

Due to the failure to recover the force using 5 gauges one extra gauge was
added reducing the error to 6.5%. The recovered force vector was: [106.2, -41.2,
-121.2, 29.9, 79.9] shown in Figure 3.12. These weights are not the exact
weights that were applied, however the function created from the linear
combination of the basis functions with their respective recovered weight is
equivalent to the functions created with the applied weights. This demonstrates
how different weights can result in the same function, creating multiple possible
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combinations of weights that can be recovered.

Figure 3.12: Force Recovery with 6 Gauges

The indication from these results suggest that the number of gauges should be
greater than the number of load cases, yielding an over determined system.
Strain recovery proved successful as shown in Figure 3.13 with an error of 6.5e9%.
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Figure 3.13: Cantilever Beam Strain Recovery with 6 Gauges

The five and six gauge trials both resulted in a condition number of 2.7e16 for the
correlation matrix, signifying a severely unstable system.
Increasing the number of gauges to 10 produced a recovered force vector
of [-39.2, 104.2, 24.2, 29.9, 79.9] resulting in an error of 4.5% between the
simulated and recovered force shown in Figure 3.14.
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Figure 3.14: Force Recovery with 10 Gauges

The linear combination of each vector with its respective loading profile function
produces a total distributed force for the applied and recovered functions which
are as similar as seen above. The strain was recovered with an error of 4.6e-9%
as seen in Figure 3.15.
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Figure 3.15: Strain Recovery with 10 Gauges

Increasing the gauges produced a condition number 6.88e16 for the correlation
matrix, indicating the system of equation solved is still inherently unstable.
Finally, 20 gauges were tried and the recovered force was: [40.4, 24.6, 55.4, 29.9, 79.9] yielding an error of 1.5%. The distributed force profile for
recovered vs actual load is seen below in Figure 3.16.
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Figure 3.16: Cantilever Beam Force Recovery with 20 gauges

The recovered strains for the 20 gauges are shown in Figure 3.17 and have an
error of 5.5e-9%.
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Figure 3.17: Cantilever Beam Strain Recovery with 20 Gauges

The condition number for 20 gauges case was 1.4e16. The correlation matrix’s
condition number did not change significantly with a change in number of
gauges.
The strain signal that is collected from strain gauges during
experimentation is likely to have noise. To analyze the effect of measurement
noise on quality of results, the same 20 gauge trial discussed above was run
again but with a 5% random signal noise added to the strain values. A force of [2.6e4, 4.4e4, 3.4e4, -1.8e3, -1.8e4] was recovered with an error of 4029%.
While the load recovery was unsuccessful, the strains were still recovered with
an error of 2.5% as seen in Figure 3.18.
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Figure 3.18: Strain Recovery with 20 Gauges and Signal Noise

The high condition number, and therefore the instability of the system, was
thought to be due to the similarity of the strain patterns produced from each basis
function. Since the strains of one basis function are not very distinguishable from
the strains from another basis function, the problem became ill-conditioned.
Figure 3.19 shows how similar the strain patterns are between the 5 basis
functions acting on the beam.
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Figure 3.19: Strain Pattern from 5 Basis Functions

As seen in the figure above, all unit basis functions produced very similar
strain patterns. An attempt was made to make the differences in the strain
patterns more distinct by scaling the unit basis functions to have a maximum
magnitude of 100 units, instead of 1 unit. The condition number improved slightly,
but not significantly, and therefore no further action was taken.
3.4 Summary
Distributed load recovery utilizing 5 basis functions has proven to be
successful when there is no signal error present, the number of gauges used is
greater than the number of load cases, and the distributed load profile to be
recovered resembles a linear combination of the basis function profiles. The
weights estimated for each basis function do not necessarily match the weights
for the implemented distributed load profile, but result in the same overall
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function when linearly combined with all the basis functions and their respective
weights. In all examples the strain values were recovered with a high degree of
accuracy. The condition number of the correlation matrix presented a stability
issue thought to be the result of the strain pattern similarities between the basis
functions. To address the instability issues, the next chapter introduces using
regularization techniques. Also basis functions are increased in order to allow
more flexibility of the recovering varying distributed profiles.
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Chapter 4 - Load Estimation with Regularization
Ill-conditioning in the correlation matrix is due to the nature of the inverse
problem. A use of regularization techniques is common when solving an illconditioned inverse problem. In this research, Tikhonov Regularization is used in
order to reduce the condition number of the correlation matrix. This is discussed
in section 4.1. The trials using the cantilever beam are run again with
regularization to determine if any improvement occurs. In section 4.2 the
limitations of using five basis functions is analyzed. Section 4.3 shows the effect
of increasing the basis functions from five to ten in order to increase the flexibility
of the recovery capabilities.
4.1 Tikhonov Regularization with Five Basis Functions
To improve the conditioning of the correlation matrix, Tikhonov
Regularization was used as shown in equation (4.1) below. This equation is the
same equation (3.2) used previously but with the addition of the regularization
parameter (𝛼).
{𝐹 } = ([𝐶 ]𝑇 [𝐶 ] + 𝛼 [𝐼 ])−1 [𝐶 ]𝑇 {𝜀𝑠𝑖𝑚. }

(4.1)

Ordinarily, 𝛼 is found using the L-Curve method which plots the
regularized solution to equation (3.2) against the norm of its corresponding
residual norm on a logarithmic scale. Then an appropriate selection must be
made for the regularization parameter based on the curve produced. However for
this research, a simple trial and error method was used to find the regularization
parameter α that minimized the error between the recovered strain and the
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applied strain. Utilizing equation (4.1) above, the trial from Chapter 3 with 5
gauges mounted on the beam was repeated to see if any improvement resulted
in the recovered load. The regularization parameter was found for each trial, and
the condition number of [C] was tracked.
The same loading vector of [20, 45, -35, 30, 80] was applied to the beam
from chapter 3. Utilizing the optimum five locations for the 5 gauges shown in
Figure 3.7, the force was recovered with an error of 0.025%. This error is a
significant improvement from the 270% error seen in Chapter 3. The recovered
load is shown in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Force Recovery with Regularization - 5 Gauges

The recovered weighting coefficients for the constant, ramp up, ramp
down, half sine, and exponential basis functions are [16.7, 48.3, -31.7, 30, 80].
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The regularization parameter was found to be 1.01e-16, reducing the correlation
matrix condition number to 2.95e14. The error in the strains was 2.95e-8%
shown in Figure 4.2 below.

Figure 4.2: Strain Recovery with Regularization - 5 Gauges

Increasing the gauges to 10 and using Tikhonov Regularization yielded a 0.15%
error between the recovered distributed force and the implemented distributed
force. A force vector of [17.9, 47.1, -32.9, 30, 80] was recovered, resulting in the
distributed profile seen in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Force Recovery with Regularization - 10 Gauges

A regularization parameter of 1.01e-16 was also used leading to a
condition number of 8.3e14 for the correlation matrix. The strain values
recovered within 3.5e-9% of the implemented values shown in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Strain Recovery with Regularization - 10 Gauges

While Tikhonov Regularization was not necessary for this example with 10
gauges, it demonstrates its ability to make a good recovery even better. The
above results demonstrate the advantages of utilizing Tikhonov Regularization as
an effective means of countering the instability of the inverse problem.
To determine the robustness of Tikhonov Regularization, the final example
from Chapter 3 where 20 gauges are used to recover a load with an additional
5% signal error added into the strains, is run again implementing Tikhonov
regularization. Figure 4.5 shows how the force was recovered with an error of
36.4% utilizing an alpha value of 1.125e-5.
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Figure 4.5: Force Recovery with Regularization and Noise added to the Strains - 20 Gauges

The recovered force vector is [37.9, 63.7, -25.85, 11.0, 49.8] and the
correlation matrix number was found to be 1.055e4. The strains recovered with
an error of 3.98% shown in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6: Strain Recovery with Regularization and Noise added to Strains - 20 Gauges

Comparing the results found from utilizing regularization to those found in
Chapter 3, the importance of using regularization techniques for solving the
inverse problem is clearly demonstrated. Without regularization, 5 gauges were
unable to recover the distributed load acting on the beam. Adding in
regularization allowed for the use of 5 gauges to successfully recover the
imposed load with less than a 1% error. It was also shown how noise added into
the strain signal caused the recovery process to fail with 20 gauges, but
implementing regularization allowed for the force to be recovered with
reasonable accuracy. It is important to note that the values found for α were
determined through trial and error. Using the L-Curve method to determine α may
yield more accurate results due to the limitations of the trial and error
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methodology.
4.2 Limitations of using 5 Basis functions
In order to further test the limitations of recovering a distributed load using
five basis functions, two additional test cases were constructed. The first case
had an applied simulated load of a full sine, and the second one used an applied
simulated load of a hat function. The reason for using these two functions was to
see if the program could scale the basis functions in the x-direction as well as the
y-direction. A load of: 6*sin (2πx/L) was applied to the beam in ANSYS. Using the
same optimum locations as those seen in Figure 3.9, the strain was successfully
recovered but the force recovery was unsuccessful. Figure 4.7 below shows the
results for the strain recovery and Figure 4.8 shows the results for the force
recovery.
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Figure 4.7: Strain Recovered on a Full Sine loading of a Cantilever Beam

Figure 4.8: Force Recovered on a Full Sine load of a Cantilever Beam
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The force vector recovered was: [460.7, -805.0, -560.5, 12.3, 345.0], resulting in
an 1140.2% error.
For the second test case, a hat function with a peak of 64 units was
applied to the model. The strain was recovered accurately again, but the force
was not. The program did approximate a half sine to best fit the profile of the
distributed load which is the best option out of the 5 basis functions. However it is
unable to scale the x-values of the ramp up and ramp down basis functions and
combine them to create the hat function. Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10 below show
the results of the strain and force recovery respectively.

Figure 4.9: Strain recovery of a hat function on Cantilever Beam
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Figure 4.10: Force recovery of a hat functions on a Cantilever Beam

Here the force returned was [2953.5, -4114.9, -3391.3, 150.7, 1165.6]. Tikhonov
Regularization was implemented in both trials, however, it did not improve the
result on the first trial with the distributed load corresponding to full-sine.
Regularization did reduce the error of the recovered function for the second trial
to 75.7% as seen in Figure 4.11 below.
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Figure 4.11: Force Recovery with Regularization - 20 gauges

Utilizing a regularization parameter of 1.01e-16 allowed for a better
estimate in the distributed loading profile. The strain values also recovered with
an error of 0.47% error. These results demonstrate that the basis functions
cannot be automatically scaled in the x-direction, but the strains can be
recovered using a best fit of the 5 basis functions. As previously mentioned, the
unit load cases must resemble the loading profile of the applied load in order to
successfully recover a load. If this condition is not met, then even the
implementation of Regularization techniques will not allow for the load to be
successfully recovered. The five basis loading profiles do not allow for the
flexibility needed between points to recover load with profiles such as the full sine
or the hat function.
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4.3 Distributed Load Recovery with Ten Basis Functions
Using 5 basis functions to recover a distributed load has proven to be
successful in certain situations. If there is no disturbance in the strain signal and
the imposed load resembles the basis functions or a linear combination of them,
then the estimated force is recovered to within 5% of the original function. The
force is not recoverable in situations where there is error present in the strains
signal unless Tikhonov Regularization is used. This is due to the similarities in the
strain patterns produced from the basis functions. Since one basis function is not
necessarily easily distinguishable from the other, adding noise to the strain signal
of the unknown load results in compounding the problem instabilities.
Regularization techniques were used to try and reduce the condition number of
the problem, which improved the problem’s stability, but not enough to overcome
the similarities in the strain patterns between the basis functions. The final
limitation of this approach was that in the x-direction, the basis functions could
not be scaled. This placed a limit on what types of functions could be recovered.
In order to try and correct these issues, the original set of 5 basis functions was
applied on the first half as well as the second half of the beam resulting in a total
of 10 basis functions.
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The original 5 basis functions were still used, but only on one half of the
structure at a time, shown in Figure 4.12 below

Figure 4.12: Ten Basis Function Profiles

As more basis functions were employed to model the problem, the accuracy of
the estimated loads increased. The purpose of doubling the basis functions
previously used in Chapter 3 was to increase the flexibility in the range of forces
that could be recovered.
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4.3.1 Cantilever Beam Load Recovery with 10 Basis Functions
As with the five basis function case, a scaled linear combination of the 10
basis functions was applied to a cantilevered beam. The weight vector of the ten
basis functions applied was: [11.1, 8.9, 7.2, 12.4, 13.8, 10.0, 9.24, 12.2, 8.2,
9.67]. This force vector was multiplied to a matrix that had the strains vectors of:
Constant distributed load on first half of the beam, Constant distributed load on
second half of the beam, Ramp Up distributed load on first half of the beam,
Ramp up distributed load on second half of the beam, Ramp Down distributed
load on first half of the beam, Ramp Down distributed load on second half of the
beam, Half sine distributed load on first half of the beam, Half sine distributed
load on second half of the beam, Exponential distributed load on first half of the
beam, and Exponential distributed load on second half of the beam, respectively.
Using all ten basis functions, optimum locations were found for 20 gauges
mounted on the beam; their locations are shown below in Figure 4.13.
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Figure 4.13: Optimum Locations 20 Gauges

The load consisting of the basis functions scaled by the weight vector
above was applied to the beam and the strain values were measured at the 20
gauges. Using the left-pseudo inverse of the correlation matrix the strain was
recovered successfully as shown in Figure 4.14. The load was also recovered
successfully as shown in Figure 4.15.
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Figure 4.14: Strain recovery of a Cantilever Beam using 10 basis functions

Figure 4.15: Force recovery of a Cantilever Beam using 10 basis functions
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The vector recovered was: [-366.9, 63.2, 431.2, 30.1, 516.1, -52.9, -15.0, 34.0,
75.9, -79.0] which produced an error of 7.54-2%. The strain was recovered with
an error of 4.34e-8%. The condition number was 6.45e18 for the correlation matrix. The same experiment was run again with an additional 5% random signal error added into the strain signal. The problem was then run with noise in the strain
signal and the strain was recovered as shown in Figure 4.16 below.

Figure 4.16: Strain Recovery with Noise using 10 basis functions

The error between the recovered strain and the actual strain was found to be
1.15%, however the error between the force recovered and applied was found to
be 2.68e2%. The result is shown below in Figure 4.17.
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Figure 4.17: Force Recovery with Noise using 10 Basis Functions

The condition number of the problem was 6.45e18 as stated before.
Therefore, increasing the number of basis functions does help with the flexibility
of the problem, but not necessarily the stability.
In pursuit of improving the stability in presence of strain errors, Tikhonov
Regularization was implemented on the problem. The experiment was run a third
time adding in regularization along with the random signal error. The
regularization parameter value was found to be 1.48e-6 through iteration. This
resulted in a condition number 7.37e4, which is lower than without regularization.
Figure 4.18 below shows the resulting estimated strain values for 20 gauges at
their optimum orientation compared to the actual strain values. The error
between the estimated and actual strain values was found to be 2.4%.
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Figure 4.18: Strain Recovery with Regularization and Noise added to strain signal – 20 Gauges

Despite the lower condition number and a successful strain recovery to be
within 5% of true original value, the force recovered had an error of 125%. Figure
4.19 below illustrates how the recovered force does follow the trend of the actual
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force but is still off.

Figure 4.19: Recovered force using 10 basis functions on a cantilever beam with Tikhonov Regularization
and noise

The weight vector recovered was found to be: [58.4, -11.7, 45.7, 19.0 ,14.1, 30.9, 34.6, 56.0, 47.2, 3.3].
4.4 Summary
The results from chapter 3 were improved by utilizing Tikhonov
Regularization; allowing for a distributed load to be recovered with the minimum
number of gauges needed to be equal to the number of load cases. Before, in
chapter 3, the load was only able to be recovered when the number of gauges
was greater than the number of load cases. Regularization also reduced the
instability of the system by lowering the condition number of the correlation
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matrix. This resulted in the ability to recover a load with reasonable accuracy
using 5 basis functions where error is present in the strain signal. Increasing the
basis functions to ten improved the flexibility of the recovered load. This allowed
for different weights to be recovered for the first and second halves of the beam
so profiles such as a full-sine or a hat function could be modeled. However, the
increase in basis functions also increased the complexity of the problem. The
force was not able to be recovered with error present in the strain signal.
Tikhonov Regularization did improve the estimated force where the profile was
comparable to the implemented load profile, but not exact.
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Chapter 5 - Full Field Analysis
The unit basis functions from chapters 3 and 4 allow for the load as well as
its profile to be recovered as a linear combination of the basis functions. If the
load profile does not resemble one of the basis load profile or a linear
combination of the basis load profiles, then the applied load will not be recovered
accurately. In this case, it is possible to model the distributed load as a number of
point loads, each of which are to be individually recovered. Each point load that
is a part of the distributed load represents one load case and contributes a
minimum of one gauge to the process. Due to the time and financial expense
potential of this method, the examples covered in this chapter recover distributed
loads acting on a small portion of a cantilever beam. An experiment is then
preformed on the free-end of a cantilever beam utilizing the full field analysis
approach as well as 5 basis functions. The results are compared and discussed.
5.1 Full Field Analysis on a Cantilever Beam
The structure used to implement a full field analysis on was a cantilever
beam with a length of 20 meters and a width of 1 meter. Modelled using ANSYS
APDL, the beam was meshed to have a total of 304 elements as seen in Figure
5.1 below.
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Figure 5.1: Cantilever Beam

In this example, the beam has a distributed load acting on a portion of the beam
at the free-end. Unit loads are set up on 32 elements, highlighted in Figure 5.2
below, on the free-end of the beam; resulting in 32 load cases.
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Figure 5.2: Cantilever Beam Load Location

After a load of 1N is applied to each element and the resulting strain for all the
elements is collected for each load case, the resulting strain matrix of size 10240
x 7 is read into MATLAB to determine optimum gauge locations and orientations.
Utilizing 32 gauges the optimum locations are determined as shown in Figure
5.3.
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Figure 5.3: Cantilever Beam 32 optimum locations

Utilizing these optimum locations and orientations, a ramped load on the free-end
of the beam is to be recovered. This load is seen in Figure 5.4, has a starting
magnitude of 200N and is ramped down to a minimum magnitude of 60N ramped
over the length of 8 elements. The figure shows each force recovered and
applied on the free-end of the cantilever beam. The load recovered was
recovered with a minimal error of 1.91e-5% seen below.
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Figure 5.4: Recovered Distributed Load on End of Cantilever Beam

The strain was also recovered with minimal round off error. Similarly to other
chapters, the condition number of the correlation matrix proved to be unstable.
The condition number was 2.64e8, which based on previous chapters means that
the load recovery will not be accurate if there is any noise. This was tested by
adding a 5% random signal noise to the same problem previously done. The
error was calculated to be 1.75e4% between the recovered and applied force
and 3.87e-10% between the recovered and applied strain. To improve the
situation, Tikhonov Regularization was implemented resulting in an error 323%
between the implemented and estimated force. The regularization parameter was
found to be 0.99 with a strain error of 2.2%. Figure 5.5 shows how the force
recovered with the error in the strain signal and regularization.
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Figure 5.5: Recovered Distributed Load with Regularization and Signal Error added into Strains - 32 gauges

Next, the number of gauges used was increased to 64 with optimum
locations shown below.

Figure 5.6: Cantilever Beam 64 Optimum Locations
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Increasing the gauges to 64 yielded similar results as the case with 32 gauges.
The recovered force is shown below with an error of 2.11e-5%.

Figure 5.7: Recovered Distributed Load Utilizing 64 Gauges

The strain is recovered with minimal round off errors. Increasing the gauges
resulted is a slightly less stable system with a condition number of 6.77e8. When
a 5% random signal error is added into the system, the error between the
recovered and applied force was 1.14e4% with an error of 13.9% between the
recovered and applied strain. In this case, the force was not recovered and the
strains were also not accurately recovered. Tikhonov Regularization was used in
order to improve accuracy in both strain and force recovery however, the results
had an error of 379.4% between the implemented and estimated load. Similar to
the trial utilizing regularization with 32 gauges, the optimum regularization
parameter was found to be close to 1. It was concluded that Tikhonov
Regularization did not have as much of an impact for full field analysis. This may
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be due to an increase in size of the correlation matrix. Previously in Chapters 3
and 4, the correlation matrix’s rows were equivalent to the number of gauges and
its columns were equivalent to the number of load cases. In this chapter there
are 32 load cases and a minimum of 32 gauges, resulting in a much larger
correlation matrix. This may impact the stability of the matrix. Despite this, there
is an advantage to using full field analysis compared to the basis functions which
is shown in an example done where the load varies along each line of elements.
5.2 Two-Dimensional Varying Distributed Load
Utilizing the same cantilever beam model from section 5.1, a twodimensional varying distributed load was applied to the thirty-two elements at the
free-end of the cantilever beam. The section of elements is comprised of four
rows of eight elements. Unlike the previous example, the load applied was not
uniform across all rows. Over the first row of eight elements a ramped distributed
load was applied, over the second row of elements a constant negative
distributed load was applied, the third row was a distributed load with a half sine
profile, and the final row had a distributed load with a half cosine profile applied
to it. The same unit loads and optimum locations from the example in 5.1 are
utilized since the loads are acting on the same elements. The strain from the
applied load was read into MATLAB and the force was found utilizing equation
3.2. The results with 32 gauges utilized are seen below in a three-dimensional
plot showing the force applied and recovered at each point.
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Figure 5.8: Cantilever Beam Force Recovery of a 2-Dimensional Varying Distributed Load using 32 gauges

Here the error between the recovered and applied force is 6.7e-6% with minimal
round off error between the strain values. Adding a 5% random signal error
produced the force seen in figure 5.8 with an error of 9059% between the
recovered and applied forces.
Gauges were then increased to 64 which resulted in the force recovery
seen below with an error of 3.14e-6% between the applied and recovered loads.
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Figure 5.9: Cantilever beam 2-dimentsional varying distributed load recovery with 64 gauges

A 5% signal error was added to the case with 64 gauges and resulted in an error
4923% between the force recovered and applied.
The advantage of using the full field analysis is that it allows for the load at
each element to be recovered independently of other loads. In the basis function
approach, the recovered load is based on a linear combination of their profiles
and cannot capture a distributed load that varies in two-dimensions.
5.3 Basis Functions vs Full Field Analysis Example
Utilizing basis functions lends the advantages of having shorter
computation time, fewer strain gauges, and a load acting on the entire structure
can be estimated efficiently. The full field analysis is limited in these aspects, but
it does allow for recovery of loads whose profiles are not part of the basis
functions, which is an advantage if the load profile is unknown. A comparison of
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the two methods was done using the same 32 elements on the end of the
cantilever beam. A load that was equivalent to 29.8 times the ramp up basis
function was applied on the elements and was first recovered using 5 basis
functions. The load could not be recovered using 10 gauges but with 20 gauges
the load was recovered with an error of 10.3% seen in Figure 5.10.

Figure 5.10: Force Recovery with 5 Basis Functions - 20 Gauges

The recovered weight vector was [8.67, 21.13, -8.67, -9.69e-6, -1.06e-4].
The strain values recovered with an error of 2.1e-8% are shown in Figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.11: Strain Recovery with 5 Basis Functions - 20 Gauges

The condition number of the correlation matrix using the five basis
functions was determined to be 2.45e16. The same load was recovered utilizing
the full field analysis seen in Figure 5.12.

Figure 5.12: Force Recovery using Full Field Analysis - 32 Gauges
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The force was recovered with an error of 1.45e-5% between the applied
and estimated forces. The minimum number of gauges were used to recover the
force resulting in a condition number of 2.64e8 and an error of 4.82e-11%
between the implemented and estimated strain values. The strain recovery is
shown below Figure 5.13.

Figure 5.13: Strain Recovery with Full Field Analysis - 32 Gauges

From this example it is apparent that the full field analysis performed
better in recovering the load. The error between the forces was minimal with full
field analysis and approximately 10% with a use of basis functions. Also, in order
to recover the load using the basis functions, 20 gauges needed to be used. With
the full field analysis, more gauges are needed but only the minimum amount of
gauges are needed. The condition number for full field analysis was also 1e8
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times less than that of the of basis function recovery. This example demonstrates
the advantages of full field recovery over the basis functions. One possible
explanation for the struggles with the basis function recovery is the area affected
by the load is rather small. This makes it even more difficult to distinguish the
strain pattern from one basis function to the next. However, if only one basis
function is used for load recovery, the load was easily recovered with an error of
2.60e-7% shown in Figure 5.14.

Figure 5.14: Force Recovery with 1 Basis Function - 5 Gauges

Five gauges were used for recovery with one basis function and the
weight coefficient recovered was 29.80. The correlation condition number was
perfectly stable with a value of 1. Therefore it is determined that when the load
profile is known, the best recovery method is to use a unit basis function with the
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same distributed profile. Otherwise, the full field analysis method proved to be
better to recover a distributed load acting on a small portion of a structure.
5.4 Summary
A full field approach to recover a distributed load proved to be more
accurate than using basis functions, except when error was present in the strain
signal. Even with the use of regularization, the load was unable to be recovered
when error was present. This most likely is due to the size of the correlation
matrix. A full field approach requires a gauge for each element in the finite
element model that is subjected to a unit load. In the example above where the
distributed load was applied on a section of 32 elements, a minimum of 32
gauges had to be used. On those 32 elements, the strain acting on one element
was not distinguishable from the strain acting on a neighboring element. This
inhibited the distributed load from being recovered accurately with error present
in the strain signal.
The advantage of using full field analysis is that the profile of the applied
distributed load does not matter. However, some interpolation must be used
since full field analysis represents the distributed load, which is a continuous load
acting over an area, as a series of point loads. Using a finer mesh on the finite
element model will increase the accuracy of the estimated distributed load but
also increase the number of gauges required. This also allows for a twodimensional varying load to be recovered, which is not possible with the basis
function approach.
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Chapter 6 - Conclusions
The aim of this thesis was to develop a method for load recovery that
enabled a distributed load to be recovered utilizing optimally placed strain
gauges. Three different attempts (utilizing: 5 basis functions, 10 basis functions,
and full-field analysis) were made in order to achieve this. Recovery of a
distributed load through basis functions or through full field analysis with optimal
placed gauges has proven successful when certain conditions are met.
The first attempt, involved using a set of five basis functions whose
profiles resembled common profiles of distributed loads. This method proved
successful but had limitations in what profiles could be recovered through the
linear combination of the basis function profiles. Using five basis functions to
recover a distributed load was seen as most efficient when the load applied can
be expressed as a linear combination of the basis function profiles. While the
weights of each basis function recovered did not necessarily match the weights
of the applied basis functions, the linear combination of the recovered weights
with their respective basis function did match the profile to that of the applied
distributed load. This demonstrated how multiple combinations of weights could
create the same function. It was seen that with five basis functions, the best
results required six or more gauges, unless regularization was utilized.
Regularization allowed for the load to be recovered with the minimum number of
five gauges. Regularization also allowed for the load to be recovered when an
error was present in the measured strains. Five basis functions proved to be the
most successful out of the three attempts when recovering loads except in the
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case when the load was not a linear combination of the basis profiles. To expand
the set of possible distributed load profiles that could be recovered, ten basis
functions were used.
The ten basis functions were composed of the original five basis functions
but with five functions acting on one half of the structure at a time. This allowed
for profiles such as a full sine or a hat function to be recovered, however, the
increase in the number of basis functions increased the problem instability as
well as the minimum number of required gauges. Without any signal error added
into the strain field the load recovered, however, with the errors present in strain
signals, it failed. Regularization was able to ameliorate the problem to some
extent, but still did not recover the load to within acceptable means.
The final approach used was the full field approach. Here the load was
recovered at each point. This proved to be successful but it demanded more
computational time and more gauges. Utilizing this approach, the profile of the
load did not matter since each individual point was being looked at as a separate
load case. It also meant that a load that was random or that varied twodimensionally could be recovered. The higher number of load cases did make
the instability problem more difficult to overcome. The load could not be
recovered if there was an error signal added to the strains, even when
regularization techniques were used.
Each method was able to recover a distributed load under certain
circumstances. It should be noted that in all cases, strains could be accurately
recovered even when the force was not recovered. For future research on the
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five basis functions, one method to research would be the use of Fourier
analysis. If a spatial Fourier analysis could be done on the distributed profile,
then it may be possible to scale the profile in the x-direction, eliminating the need
for ten basis functions. Another idea for improvement would be to develop a
method that can determine the profile of the force based on its strain signature
and then choose the correct combination of basis functions needed to estimated
the load from a library of distributed profiles.
To improve the method using ten basis functions, a different regularization
technique should first be researched. Tikhonov Regularization worked well in the
case of five basis functions, but no optimum regularization parameter could be
found for ten basis functions. Therefore, it would be worth looking into other
regularization techniques in order to achieve better results. As with the five basis
functions, it may be beneficial to develop a program which keeps a library of the
distributed profiles and can choose the needed profiles for each half of the
structure.
Finally, for the full field analysis, future research could be done utilizing
interpolation techniques to minimize the number of unit load cases needed. By
doing so it would be possible to cover more area of a structure without a drastic
increase in the number of gauges required. An alternate to this would be to
experiment with different mesh sizes in order to lower the number the load cases.
The challenge in this would be maintaining the accuracy with which the load is
estimated.
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